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collection of information is 1018–0119, 
which expires on December 31, 2005. 
We will request a 3-year term of 
approval for this information collection 
activity. Federal agencies may not 
conduct or sponsor and a person is not 
required to respond to a collection of 
information unless it displays a 
currently valid OMB control number. 

The ESA specifies the process by 
which we can list species as threatened 
or endangered. When we consider 
whether or not to list a species, the ESA 
requires us to take into account ‘‘those 
efforts, if any, being made by any State 
* * * or any political subdivision of a 
State * * * to protect such species 
* * *.’’ States or other entities often 
formalize conservation efforts in 
conservation agreements, conservation 
plans, management plans, or similar 
documents. The actions proposed in 
conservation plans could prevent some 
species under the ESA. The 
development of such agreements or 
plans is voluntary, and there is no 
requirement that the agreement or plans, 
or the individual conservation efforts 
they include, be designed to meet the 
criteria in PECE. However, PECE 
encourages the development of 
conservation agreements/plans and 
provides certainty about the standard 
that individual conservation efforts 
contained in an agreement/plan must 
meet so that we can consider that such 
efforts contribute to forming a basis for 
a listing determination. 

PECE applies to formal conservation 
efforts developed regardless of intent to 
influence a listing decision or 
involvement of the Service. Only those 
agreements/plans developed with the 
intent of influencing a listing decision 
and with involvement of the Service 
constitute an information collection that 
requires OMB approval under the 
Paperwork Reduction Act. 

PECE specifies that to consider that a 
conservation effort contributes to 
forming a basis for not listing a species 
or listing a species as threatened rather 
than endangered, the Service must find 
the effort is sufficiently certain to be 
implemented and effective so as to have 
contributed to the elimination or 
adequate reduction of one or more 
threats to the species. To gauge whether 
or not this standard has been met, PECE 
includes criteria for evaluating the 
certainty of implementation and the 
certainty of effectiveness of individual 
conservation efforts. One criterion for 
evaluating the certainty of effectiveness 
of a conservation effort is that the 
agreement/plan contains provisions for 
monitoring and reporting progress on 
implementation and effectiveness of the 
effort. The nature of the monitoring and 

reporting will vary according to the 
species addressed, land ownership, 
specific conservation efforts, expertise 
of participants, and other factors. The 
information collected through 
monitoring is invaluable to the Service, 
the States, and other entities 
implementing agreements and plans, 
and to others concerned about the 
welfare of the species covered by the 
agreements/plans.

Estimating the amount of work 
associated with developing a 
conservation agreement or plan is 
difficult because: 

(1) The development and associated 
monitoring of conservation efforts are 
completely voluntary, and we cannot 
predict who will decide to develop 
these efforts, 

(2) We cannot predict which species 
will become the subjects of conservation 
efforts, and, therefore, cannot predict 
the nature and extent of conservation 
efforts and monitoring that might be 
included in conservation agreements/
plans designed with the intent of 
influencing a decision regarding listing 
a species; and 

(3) Many agreements/plans, such as 
agency land management plans, are 
developed to satisfy requirements of 
other laws or for other purposes, and we 
cannot predict whether or the extent to 
which some of these plans may be 
expanded to attempt to make listing 
unnecessary. Consequently, we must 
base our estimate of the amount of work 
associated with developing conservation 
agreements or plans and monitoring and 
reporting of conservation efforts on 
information from conservation 
agreements developed in the past. 

We estimate the public reporting 
burden for the information collection 
covered by this renewal to average 2,500 
hours for developing one agreement 
with the intent to preclude a listing, 320 
hours for annual monitoring under one 
agreement, and 80 hours for one annual 
report. We expect that six agreements 
with the intent of making listing 
unnecessary will be developed in 1 year 
and that four of these will be successful 
in making listing unnecessary, and 
therefore, the entities that develop these 
four agreements will carry through with 
their monitoring and reporting 
commitments. 

Title: Policy for Evaluating 
Conservation Efforts When Making 
Listing Decisions. 

Approval Number: 1018–0119. 
Form Numbers: None. 
Frequency of Collection: Occasional. 
Description of Respondents: Federal 

agencies, states, tribes, local 
governments, individuals, not-for-profit 
institutions. 

Total Annual Burden Hours: 16,600 
hours. 

Total Annual Responses: 6. 
We invite your comments on: (1) 

Whether or not the collection of 
information is necessary for the proper 
performance of the Policy for Evaluation 
of Conservation Efforts When Making 
Listing Decisions, including the opinion 
of the respondent regarding the practical 
utility of the information; (2) the 
accuracy of our estimate of the annual 
hour burden of information requested; 
(3) ways to enhance the quality, utility, 
and clarity of the information to be 
collected; and (4) ways to minimize the 
burden of the collection of information 
on respondents. The information 
collections in this program will be part 
of a system of records covered by the 
Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 552(a)).

Dated: August 3, 2005. 
Hope Grey, 
Information Collection Clearance Officer, 
Fish and Wildlife Service.
[FR Doc. 05–16086 Filed 8–12–05; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–55–M

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Fish & Wildlife Service 

Notice of Intent To Conduct 
Restoration Planning: M/V Citrus 
Natural Resource Damage Assessment

AGENCY: Fish & Wildlife Service, 
Department of the Interior.
ACTION: Notice of intent to conduct 
restoration planning. 

SUMMARY: The United States Department 
of the Interior, trustee for the incident 
involving the discharge of oil from the 
M/V Citrus, has chosen to enter into the 
restoration planning phase of a Natural 
Resource Damage Assessment. The 
purpose of this phase is to prepare a 
plan for the restoration, rehabilitation, 
replacement, or the acquisition of the 
natural resources injured, destroyed or 
lost, or the uses which were lost, as a 
result of this discharge.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Greg 
Siekaniec, Refuge Manager or Laurie 
Daniel, M/V Citrus Case Manager, 
Alaska Maritime National Wildlife 
Refuge (AMNWR), 95 Sterling Highway, 
Suite 1, Homer, AK 99603, or by phone 
at (907) 235–6546.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: In mid-
February of 1996, a large number of 
various species of oiled migratory 
waterfowl and seabirds were discovered 
on the Bering Sea islands of St. Paul and 
St. George, in the Pribilof Islands, 
Alaska. Laboratory analysis of oil 
samples taken from vessels in the area 
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and from the carcasses of oiled birds 
resulted in the identification by the 
United States Coast Guard of the cargo 
freighter M/V Citrus as the source of the 
oil. 

In the days immediately preceding 
this discovery, the hull of the M/V 
Citrus had been ruptured during 
operations offshore of the northwest end 
of St. Paul Island when cargo from 
another vessel was being transferred to 
the M/V Citrus. As a result of this 
rupture and the crew’s efforts to 
stabilize the vessel, an undetermined 
amount of heavy fuel oil was discharged 
from the M/V Citrus into waters of the 
United States within the Bering Sea. 

The discharge of oil from the M/V 
Citrus described above is referred to in 
this Notice of Intent to Conduct 
Restoration Planning (‘‘Notice’’), issued 
pursuant to 15 CFR 990.44, as the 
‘‘Incident.’’ 

Pursuant to section 1006(b) of the Oil 
Pollution Act of 1990 (‘‘OPA’’), 33 
U.S.C. 2706(b), the Secretary of the U.S. 
Department of the Interior, represented 
by the Regional Director of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Alaska Region, is a 
designated trustee of natural resources 
for this Incident (‘‘Trustee’’). The 
Trustee is responsible for assessing the 
damages to natural resources under its 
trusteeship that have resulted from the 
Incident, developing a plan for the 
restoration of these resources, and 
pursuing funding from responsible 
parties for the implementation of this 
plan or the implementation of the plan 
by the responsible parties themselves. 
The Trustee is proceeding in accordance 
with the regulations for Natural 
Resource Damage Assessments at 15 
CFR part 990. 

One of the goals of OPA is to make the 
environment and the public whole for 
injuries to natural resources and 
services resulting from an incident 
involving a discharge or substantial 
threat of a discharge of oil from a vessel 
into or upon navigable waters or 
adjoining shorelines. This goal is 
achieved through the return of the 
injured natural resources and services to 
baseline and the provision of 
compensation for interim losses of such 
natural resources and the services they 
provide, to other natural resources and/
or the public, from the date of the 
incident until recovery. 

The parties responsible for the 
Incident (‘‘Responsible Parties’’) include 
Excel Navigation, S.A., the owner and 
operator of the M/V Citrus at the time 
of the Incident. The guarantor of 
financial responsibility for the liability 
of Excel Navigation, S.A,. is the Japan 
Shipowners’ Mutual Protection and 
Indemnity Association. 

The Trustee has performed pre-
assessment activities in connection with 
the Incident, including data collection 
and preliminary analysis. These 
activities include conducting a drift 
experiment to assess the influence of 
wind on the recovery of oiled seabirds; 
conducting a study to estimate 
persistence rates and detection 
probabilities of oiled king eider 
carcasses; conducting Seawatch surveys 
and counts to determine species at risk 
from the Incident; performing a genetic 
characterization of breeding and 
wintering king eiders; and collecting 
and cataloguing marine bird carcasses 
found on beaches following the 
Incident. 

On September 1, 2004, the Trustee 
invited Excel Navigation, S.A., to 
participate in the Natural Resource 
Damage Assessment and Restoration 
Planning process. 

Trustee Determinations 

1. Determination of Jurisdiction 

The Trustee has made the following 
findings pursuant to 15 CFR 990.41: 

a. The Trustee has jurisdiction to 
pursue restoration pursuant to the Oil 
Pollution Act, 33 U.S.C. 2702 and 
2706(c). The discharge of oil beginning 
on or about February 16, 1996, from the 
M/V Citrus into the Bering Sea, 
approximately 6 km north of St. Paul 
Island, was an ‘‘incident’’ as defined at 
15 CFR 990.30. 

(1) The M/V Citrus, a ‘‘vessel’’ as 
defined at 33 U.S.C. 2701(37), 
discharged the entire quantity of oil 
involved in this Incident. 

(2) The M/V Citrus discharged oil into 
or upon navigable waters of the United 
States, including navigable waters 
adjacent to St. Paul Island, Alaska. 

b. The Trustee has determined that: 
(1) This Incident was not permitted 

under Federal, State or local law; 
(2) The M/V Citrus is not a public 

vessel, as defined at 15 CFR 990.30; 
(3) The discharge of oil did not occur 

from an onshore facility subject to the 
Trans-Alaska Pipeline Authority; and 

(4) Natural resources under the 
trusteeship of the Trustee were injured 
as a result of the Incident. 40 CFR 
300.600(b)(2).

c. Based upon information gathered 
during the response phase of the 
Incident and the pre-assessment phase 
of the Natural Resource Damage 
Assessment, the Trustee has determined 
that, due to the amount and type of oil 
discharged, the location of the 
discharge, and the living and non-living 
natural resources and uses in the area at 
the time of the discharge, natural 
resources under its trusteeship have 

been injured, destroyed, or lost, and use 
of the natural resources has been lost as 
a result of the Incident. 

2. Determination To Conduct 
Restoration Planning 

The Trustee has determined, pursuant 
to 15 CFR 990.42(a), that: 

a. Data collected and analyzed 
pursuant to 15 CFR 990.43 demonstrate 
that injuries to natural resources have 
resulted from the Incident, including 
but not limited to injury to a wide 
variety and number of waterfowl and 
seabirds. Among the species injured are 
pelagic cormorants, red-faced 
cormorants, long-tailed ducks (formerly 
called oldsquaw), harlequin ducks, king 
eiders, spectacled eiders, glaucous-
winged gulls, common murres, thick-
billed murres, crested auklets, parakeet 
auklets, and pigeon guillemots. 
Spectacled eiders are federally listed as 
‘‘threatened’’ under the Endangered 
Species Act, 16 U.S.C. 1531–1544. A 
total of 1367 injured birds were 
recovered onshore as a result of the 
incident. Specifically, 1202 dead birds 
were recovered on beaches, and 165 live 
but oiled birds were captured and 
underwent rehabilitation. 

In light of the prevailing weather and 
sea conditions at the time of the 
Incident, their presence in the area, and 
the nature of the birds at risk from the 
Incident, the Trustee believes that a 
large number of marine birds likely 
perished at sea. The Trustee plans to 
further analyze the extent of injury to 
better define the total number of birds 
injured and services lost from the 
Incident. 

b. Response actions have not 
adequately addressed the injuries and 
lost services resulting from the Incident. 
Response efforts included removing 
dead bird carcasses and capturing, 
cleaning, and rehabilitating live oiled 
birds. Despite these efforts, only a small 
percentage of the birds affected by the 
oil were treated and many birds 
perished as a result of the Incident. 

c. Potential assessment procedures to 
be used to evaluate injuries to, and to 
design and implement the appropriate 
type and scale of restoration for these 
natural resources and services consist 
of, but are not necessarily limited to: 

(1) Examining pre-existing baseline 
data on marine birds which normally 
winter in the area of the Incident, and 
data collected from Seawatch surveys at 
the time of the Incident, to assess 
damage to resources; 

(2) Modeling of pre-existing 
population and incident-related carcass 
recovery data to obtain an estimate of 
total birds injured by the Incident; and 
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(3) Analyzing habitat information to 
properly scale restoration needs. 

d. Feasible primary and compensatory 
restoration actions exist to address 
injuries from the Incident. Restoration 
activities are expected to focus on 
marine birds. Restoration could include 
actions to protect and enhance habitat. 
Feasible restoration actions relevant to 
the injuries may include, but are not 
necessarily limited to: 

(1) Establishing a database of 
demographic and phenotypic 
information on king eiders for 
identification and management of 
sensitive areas around the Pribilof 
Islands; 

(2) Preventing the introduction of rats 
on the Pribilof Islands to protect the 
habitat and populations of marine birds 
injured by the Incident; 

(3) Removing introduced terrestrial 
invasive species that prey on or compete 
with marine birds, such as fox, rats, and 
/or ground squirrels on certain islands 
of the Alaska Maritime National 
Wildlife Refuge to restore habitat and 
populations of marine birds injured by 
the Incident; 

(4) Enhance, protect, and/or acquire 
seabird nesting habitat in the Aleutian 
and Pribilof Islands; and 

(5) Public outreach in the Pribilof 
Islands on issues that can reduce further 
marine bird losses. 

Data supporting these determinations 
are contained in the Administrative 
Record established for this case (see 
below). 

Based upon the foregoing 
determination, the Trustee has chosen 
to proceed with restoration planning for 
this Incident. 

Opportunity To Comment 
Pursuant to 15 CFR 990.14(d), the 

Trustee will seek public involvement in 
restoration planning for this Incident 
through public review of, and comment 
on, the Draft Restoration Plan. When the 
Draft Restoration Plan is prepared, the 
public will be notified of the 
opportunity to comment. Questions 
regarding this Notice may be directed to: 
Greg Siekaniec, Refuge Manager or 
Laurie Daniel, M/V Citrus Case 
Manager, Alaska Maritime National 
Wildlife Refuge (AMNWR), 95 Sterling 
Highway, Suite 1, Homer, Alaska 99603, 
Phone: (907) 235–6546. 

Administrative Record 
The Trustee has opened an 

Administrative Record (‘‘Record’’) in 
compliance with 15 CFR 990.45. The 
Record includes documents relied upon 
by the Trustee to date in the pre-
assessment phase of the natural resource 
damage assessment in connection with 

the Incident, and the Record will be 
supplemented with additional relevant 
documents as the natural resource 
damage assessment proceeds. The 
Record is on file at the Alaska Maritime 
National Wildlife Refuge in Homer, 
Alaska. Arrangements can be made to 
review the Record by contacting Greg 
Siekaniec, Refuge Manager or Laurie 
Daniel, M/V Citrus Case Manager, at the 
above contact information.

Dated: March 16, 2005. 
Gary Edwards, 
Deputy Regional Director, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Anchorage, Alaska.
[FR Doc. 05–16105 Filed 8–12–05; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–55–U

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Fish and Wildlife Service 

Notice of Meeting of the Trinity 
Adaptive Management Working Group

AGENCY: Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Interior.
ACTION: Notice of meeting.

SUMMARY: Pursuant to section 10(a)(2) of 
the Federal Advisory Committee Act (5 
U.S.C. App. I), this notice announces a 
meeting of the Trinity Adaptive 
Management Working Group (TAMWG). 
The TAMWG affords stakeholders the 
opportunity to give policy, management, 
and technical input concerning Trinity 
River restoration efforts to the Trinity 
Management Council. Primary 
objectives of the meeting will include: 
New member orientation; TAMWG 
organization and operations; Trinity 
River Restoration Program budget status; 
Implementation progress report; Fall 
fish returns and river conditions; 
Science program; and Klamath-Trinity 
coordination. Completion of the agenda 
is dependent on the amount of time 
each item takes. The meeting could end 
early if the agenda has been completed. 
The meeting is open to the public.
DATES: The Trinity Adaptive 
Management Working Group will meet 
from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Monday, 
September 12, 2005, and from 8 a.m. to 
5 p.m. on Tuesday, September 13, 2005.
ADDRESSES: The meeting will be held at 
the Weaverville Victorian Inn, 1709 
Main Street, Weaverville, CA 96093. 
Telephone: (530) 623–4432.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Mike Long of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, Arcata Fish and Wildlife Office, 
1655 Heindon Road, Arcata, California 
95521, (707) 822–7201. Mike Long is the 
working group’s Designated Federal 
Official.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: For 
background information and questions 
regarding the Trinity River Restoration 
Program, please contact Douglas 
Schleusner, Executive Director, Trinity 
River Restoration Program, P.O. Box 
1300, 1313 South Main Street, 
Weaverville, California 96093, (530) 
623–1800.

Dated: August 8, 2005. 
John Engbring, 
Acting Manager, California/Nevada 
Operations Office, Sacramento, CA.
[FR Doc. 05–16103 Filed 8–12–05; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4310–55–P

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

Fish and Wildlife Service 

Notice of Availability of the 
Assessment Plan for the Palmerton 
Natural Resource Damage Assessment 
in Carbon, Lehigh, Monroe, and 
Northampton Counties, PA

AGENCY: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Department of the Interior.
ACTION: Notice of availability.

SUMMARY: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS), acting as lead 
administrative Trustee, on behalf of the 
National Park Service (NPS), the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA), the 
Pennsylvania Game Commission (PGC), 
the Pennsylvania Fish and Boat 
Commission (PFBC), the Pennsylvania 
Department of Environmental Protection 
(PDEP), and the Pennsylvania 
Department of Conservation and Natural 
Resources (PDCNR), jointly known as 
the Palmerton Natural Resource Trustee 
Council, announces the release of the 
Palmerton Natural Resource Damage 
Assessment (NRDA) Plan (Plan) for 
public review. The Plan describes the 
Trustee Council’s proposal to assess 
potential injury to natural resources as 
a result of a release of hazardous 
substances from the Palmerton Zinc Pile 
Superfund Site (Site), Palmerton, 
Pennsylvania.

DATES: Written comments must be 
submitted on or before September 14, 
2005.

ADDRESSES: Written comments or 
materials regarding the Plan should be 
sent to: Steve Klassen, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, 315 South Allen 
Street, Suite 322, State College, 
Pennsylvania 16801. Requests for copies 
of the Plan may be made to the same 
address. The Plan will also be available 
at the Palmerton Library, 402 Delaware 
Avenue, Palmerton, Pennsylvania 
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